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Abstract. Nowadays, people are familiar with online communication and tend
to express their deeper feelings on the Web. In the light of this situation, we
present a hybrid system based on affect analysis for mining emotional distress
tendencies from publicly available blogs to identify needy people in order to
provide timely intervention and promote better public health. We describe the
system architecture with a hand-crafted model at a fine level of detail. The
model, which incorporates human judgment, enables the adjustment of prediction in machine learning on blog contents. The system blending supervised and
unsupervised approaches will be examined and evaluated in lab experiments
and practice.
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1

Introduction

With the recent advent of Web 2.0 applications such as blogging and social networks,
many people, especially adolescents, express their negative emotions in their blogs.
Some local non-governmental organizations have started to look for such distressed
and negative self-expressions in blogs to identify potential severely depressed people
in order to provide help and follow-up services. Online detection is regarded as a
proactive and engaging way to identify the high risk groups and is important for public health. Nevertheless, the current initiatives are very labor-intensive and ineffective
because they rely on simple keyword searching and matching from the World Wide
Web, theoretically, a space with infinite capacity.
We should therefore take advantage of advanced text analysis and mining technology to enhance the time-and-cost-efficiencies of the initiative. Techniques for blog
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mining and affect analysis have advanced substantially in recent years [6]. Although
these techniques could potentially help with online depression detection and even
have life-saving applications, little has been done and measured. In this paper, we
propose to use text analysis techniques to study the characteristics of bloggers with
emotional distress, and design, develop, and evaluate a system that automates the
detection and analysis of emotional distress expressed in blogs.
The next section presents the related work. Section 3 is the architecture of the proposed system. The technical detail of the hand-crafted model is discussed in Section
4. The evaluation plan of the system is shown in the Section 5, and our ongoing work
is discussed in the final section.

2

Related Work

In the digital age, people are keen on communicating and interacting on the Internet.
There is a wide range of channels on this platform where blogs have become one of
the most popular communication means on the World Wide Web. Blogs are like personal websites comprising of various content that makes regular records or digital
documentations of writers’ lives, opinions, and feelings [16]. Blogs, therefore, have
become a rich resource for extraction of useful information and analysis on the online
behaviors of people with severe signs of depression.
Web content mining techniques are instrumental to the extraction and analysis of
content in blogs and social networking sites [6]. For content analysis, several approaches have been proposed in locating opinions or sentiment in blogs. Many techniques have
been adopted in information retrieval and opinion identification in blogs during the Blog
track of the TREC conference [14]. Affect or emotion analysis, which has emerged
recently, takes advantage of well-developed sentiment and opinion analysis to classify
documents into multiple emotions. For example, sentiment analysis is often used to
classify texts into two or three classes (e.g., positive, negative, and neutral) while affect
analysis focuses on a large number of affect classes such as happiness, sadness, hate,
anger, fear, surprise, and so on [21]. Texts can contain multiple affects [2][10].
Studies on detecting users’ affects in blogs have been conducted. For instance,
word frequencies and the usage of special characters in blogs were analyzed to estimate the mood of the general public during the London bombing incident in 2005
[15]. In addition, co-occurrence analysis has also been applied [9]. Classification
methods have been used to categorize the affect intensities of Web forums and blog
messages [2].

3

System Architecture

Here we present the system architecture to provide an overview of the system and
implementation of our project on depressed individuals. We propose a hybrid system
combining supervised machine learning approach and an unsupervised hand-crafted
model in affect analysis to identify our potential targets – operationalized as expressing depression in written blogs. Affect analysis can be extended to discovery of depressed people with the publicly available blogs containing depression signs.
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The system performs a retrieval of information through blog search engines like
Google Blog search by a meta-search approach [5][7]. After acquisition of blog
posts through RSS in XML format, the files can be read with automated processes,
which also prepare the blog contents for subsequent analysis.
Blog content that is ready for analysis are separately categorized with two classifiers, a hand-crafted model and a supervised machine learning approach using Support
Vector Machine (SVM). SVM is a well-known and highly effective approach yielding
high accuracy in affect analysis and text mining. Training and prediction in SVMbased classification in the system are carried out with the inductive learning algorithm
in Joachim's SVMlight package1, which is an implementation of SVM algorithms in C.
The SVM approach puts a great emphasis on document-level analysis without, however, investigating the sentence-level influence on document polarity inherently.
There is possibility that the blog content containing noisy data is not sufficiently analyzed and examined. As a result, our hybrid system is aimed to combine the document-level and sentence-level analysis of affect and operating them separately to
achieve an improvement of performance. The hand-crafted model proposed in this
paper, which utilizes human judgment and experience in web discourse and conversation text, facilitates the sentence-level analysis. A scoring system is also incorporated
in the model. The model provides a new direction for document classification from a
sentence-level prospective.
Blogosphere

Blog Crawler

Blog Content

Machine learning

Hand-crafted model

Classification

Fig. 1. System architecture

Both classifiers generate a score of prediction for each blog. The content predicted to
be showing emotional distress is assigned a positive score, if no emotional distress is
found a negative score is assigned. The score from the hand-crafted model is harnessed to
adjust the score from SVM-based classifier to correct false decisions and generate a more
precise and accurate result. The final score of content is computed with the aggregation
of the scores from both classifiers and the classification decision is eventually made.

1

http://svmlight.joachims.org/
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Hand-Crafted Model

This model classifies blog content based on the sentence and document level. The
sentence-level classification differentiates sentences into positive or negative emotion; as a result the model is able to determine whether the whole document shows
emotional distress from the automatically annotated sentences. This approach does
not require a labor-intensive annotating process of a large number of documents and
sentences and is aimed to produce a high precision result.
4.1

Lexicon Creation

Since no lexicon specifically concerning emotional distress wordings is available, we
develop our own lexicon in this model. The lexicon is constructed with function
words and by manual inspection of blog contents by professionals familiar with web
discourse terminology for emotional distress. Similar lexicon creation approaches
have been used in previous studies and shown encouraging results [1][21]. The professionals read over thousands of different blog contents with emotional expressions
and extract representative words of positive, negative, and neutral emotions in a macro-view. Manual lexicon creation is encompassed since blogs contain their own terminology which can be difficult to extract without human judgment and manual evaluation of conversation text. The words in the lexicon are categorized into ten groups
with various functions in the hand-crafted model. All the words of which intensity or
valence is neglected are treated equally in the lexicon without individual score assignment. Different groups of words are, however, used in different components in a
sentence-level scoring process in the model.
4.2

Subjective Sentence Identification

Subjective sentence identification in this classifier is different from the previous studies that made use of subjective words in existing knowledge and sentiment databases
[18][23]. Instead of finding the expressions of common affect like fear and anger
which are normal expressions of feelings, the model is aimed at identifying multiple
affect emotional distress which is more complex. Sentences with self-referencing
pronouns are regarded as subjective sentences since those sentences directly reflect
the writers’ cognition. In addition, some studies in psycholinguistics reveal that
people who currently have depression or suicidal ideation have a distinctive linguistic
style and tend to use significantly more self-referencing words (e.g., I, me, myself) in
their writings entailing strong self-orientation [17][19] and even withdrawal of social
relationship [20]. Although this self-referencing style is difficult to identify through
human judgment, those sentences with self-referencing words are believed to provide
more clues on identifying disengagement behavior and hence emotional distress.
4.3

Sentence Polarity Prediction

Subjective sentence polarity of emotional distress is predicted with the positive (PW)
and negative emotion words (NW). Intuitively, a sentence is classified as containing
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negative emotion and hopelessness when NW is found. On the other hand, the sentence contains positive emotion when PW is found. When neither NW nor PW is
found, the sentence is regarded as the same as non-subjective sentence. In the case
where both NW and PW are found, the sentence is classified arbitrarily as showing
negative emotion to increase the recall rate. After the polarity of a sentence is preliminarily predicted, negation is checked to determine the final polarity. The base
scores of sentences are assigned as -0.1 or +0.1 for positive or negative polarity
correspondingly. Negative base scores can be augmented with the occurrence and
frequency of the negative events and words referring to death in negative polarity
sentence. This augmentation is because detailed explanation of negative events (e.g.,
divorce, serious illness) provides useful information to identify emotional distress.
Non-subjective sentence polarity is not predicted with the emotion words for assignment of score. The sentence is checked for words that reference others or express
thankfulness or encouragement, since these types of words do not necessarily appear
in subjective sentences expressing non-negative emotion. Under disengagement
theory, it is believed that people who reference other sources to offer opinion or convey information to others have a lower risk at depression [20]. Giving thankful and
encouraging words to others also demonstrate a positive attitude in the writers. Negative score for marking the lack of emotional distress is thus assigned for clear identification of the absence of disengagement behavior.
4.4

Sentence Score Aggregation

The scores of automatically annotated sentences presented in the previous section 4.3
are blended with an algorithm to make the final decision of a document score. Since
the emotional fluctuations throughout a document are complicated yet not meaningful
to our final decision, some of the scores in the middle of the document may not be
meaningful and may even be confusing. The aggregation, therefore, primarily concentrates on the scores at the beginning and the end of the document.
It is believed that the conclusion and major theme expressed by writers generally
appear at the beginning and the end of documents/blogs [13]. There is difficulty,
however, in defining the parameters of what constitutes the opening and ending of a
document. Static positioning, however, does not yield significantly higher accuracy
because of the reduced flexibility of the analysis. Furthermore, these parameters vary
for documents by different writers who have diverse writing and organization styles.
An algorithm that dynamically defines these parameters, therefore, is crucial for improving the analysis performance. The aggregation that takes advantage of this algorithm can capture the underlying emotion expressed in documents and provide a more
accurate score.
There are many segmentation methods that have mainly been used to find subtopics in full-length documents e.g., by grouping sentences in blocks and partitioning
blog content into coherent units where the first and last blocks of subjective sentences
in a document with the same polarity are taken into account for the final prediction
score [11][12]. Likewise, this approach can be applied to partitioning emotional fluctuations and only capturing the main emotional state without the emotional transitions
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which is sufficient and representative in determining the prediction. The final prediction score depends heavily on the emotional consistency and certainty presented in the
document. In other words, the effect of some of the parts in the document is probably
reduced. For example, elaborations on ideas and supplementary examples provided in
the middle part of the document to make it more persuasive and interesting is not
meaningful and even ambiguous to the prediction. Emotions of other people in examples or emotional transitions in writer’s retrospect make the prediction less accurate.
As a result, reduction of those parts is instrumental to improving the final result.
The handcraft model is capable of individually providing orientation predictions
for documents like other unsupervised rule-based classifiers and the resulting scores
can also help adjust predictions from the SVM-based classification. To attain the adjustment, the number of emotional state changes is considered for computation of
scores since some of the parts like examples and retrospect mentioned are regarded as
noise to the SVM-based document-level classifier. The classifier capturing unimportant features from emotional transition areas, which are not consistent and representative to the main feeling of the writers, lead to a deteriorated performance. The model
reduces noise by controlling the weighting of the document’s opening and ending.
The weighting depends on the number of emotional transitions which is measured by
the number of partitions between coherent emotion units in a document.

5

Evaluation Plan

The system will be comprehensively evaluated in both a laboratory setting and in real
life situations in non-governmental organizations in Hong Kong by their staff.
In the laboratory setting, three experiments will be conducted to investigate the
performance of SVM-based classification, hand-crafted model, and the hybrid system
in distinguishing blog content showing emotional distress. We are continuously collecting more blog content with emotional expression from different sources on the
Internet in order to enlarge the database to reflect the real life situation as closely as
possible. The blog contents will be reviewed and rated systemically by professionals,
such as clinical psychologists, to construct a better test bed for the evaluation of the
system.
Standard evaluation metrics for classification namely precision, recall, and Fmeasures are used to evaluate the performance of affect analysis approaches. Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents relevant for indicating correctness while
recall is the fraction of the relevant documents retrieved for indicating completeness.
F-measure is the harmonic mean of the two measures.
precision = tp / (tp + fp)
recall = tp / (tp + fn)
where tp is true positive, fp is false positive, and fn is false negative.
F = 2 × (precision × recall) / (precision + recall)
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After sufficient testing, the system will be delivered to various end-users who are
interested in using this practical tool in searching for needy people on the Internet.
Feedback in system satisfaction and usability will be obtained and the effectiveness of
the system in real-life application will also be examined. We will study the number of
cases correctly reported by the system and compare with the number of cases found
by social workers of interested non-governmental organizations who have been using
their current manual search method.

6

Ongoing Work

A considerable number of studies have been conducted on machine learning and on
unsupervised learning on affect analysis but only separately and there is a paucity of
research on the combined approach in a hybrid system with an appropriate evaluation.
In the future, we will evaluate the hybrid system in order to show its practicality and
effectiveness. We also plan to investigate the use of social network analysis [8][22] in
studying online communities who appear to be emotionally distressed and to apply
the analyses to multiple languages [3][4][24]. It is believed that a system utilizing
advanced techniques will facilitate the identification of individuals with emotional
distress, in terms of time and cost efficiencies. It is hoped that limited and scarce resources can be shifted from the labor-intensive searching job to the implementation of
interventions so that more people in need can benefit.
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